FrameNet is a computational linguistics resource composed of semantic frames, high-level concepts that represent the meanings of words. In this paper, we present an approach to gather frame disambiguation annotations in sentences using a crowdsourcing approach with multiple workers per sentence to capture inter-annotator disagreement. We perform an experiment over a set of 433 sentences annotated with frames from the FrameNet corpus, and show that the aggregated crowd annotations achieve an F1 score greater than 0.67 as compared to expert linguists. We highlight cases where the crowd annotation was correct even though the expert is in disagreement, arguing for the need to have multiple annotators per sentence. Most importantly, we examine cases in which crowd workers could not agree, and demonstrate that these cases exhibit ambiguity, either in the sentence, frame, or the task itself, and argue that collapsing such cases to a single, discrete truth value (i.e. correct or incorrect) is inappropriate, creating arbitrary targets for machine learning.
Introduction
FrameNet is a computational linguistics resource based on the frame semantics theory (Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe 1998) . A semantic frame is an abstract representation of a word sense, describing a type of entity, relation, or event, and identifies the associated roles implied by the frame. The FrameNet resource offers a collection of semantic frames, together with a corpus of documents annotated with these frames. In the corpus, individual words are mapped to the single frame that represents the meaning of that word in the sentence.
Since many words have multiple possible meanings, the task of obtaining these annotations is called frame disambiguation, similarly to word-sense disambiguation. It is a complex task that typically is performed by linguistic experts, subjected to strict annotation guidelines and quality control (Baker 2012) . As such, this task typically does not scale sufficiently in order to meet the annotation requirements of modern machine learning methods. Moreover, the annotation is typically performed by only one expert, which makes it impossible to capture any diversity of perspectives. There have been a number of attempts at using crowdsourcing for frame disambiguation in sentences, such as those by Hong and Baker (2011) and Chang et al. (2015) , offering a creative way to deal with the complexity of the annotation task. This paper addresses the considerable problem of ambiguity in frame annotation, which we show to be a prominent feature in frame semantics. We adapt the CrowdTruth framework, which encourages using multiple crowd annotators to perform the same work, and processes the disagreement between them to signal low quality workers, sentences, and frames.
This paper presents the following contributions:
1. annotated corpus: 433 FrameNet sentences with crowd annotations;
2. crowd vs. expert evaluation: the crowd achieves comparative quality with trained FrameNet experts (F1 > 0.67), and we provide examples of typical cases where the crowd annotation is correct despite the expert disagreement;
3. metrics for frame and sentence quality: a qualitative evaluation showing that inter-annotator disagreement is an indicator of ambiguity in both frames and sentences.
4. ambiguity-aware annotation methodology: we demonstrate that the cases in which the crowd workers could not agree exhibit ambiguity, either in the sentence, frame, or the task itself; we argue that collapsing such cases to a single, discrete truth value (i.e. correct or incorrect) is inappropriate, creating arbitrary targets for machine learning.
Related Work
This work relates to the state of the art in two areas of research: (1) various crowdsourcing approaches for FrameNet related tasks, and (2) dealing with ambiguity and disagreement in crowdsourcing. Below we provide an overview of the research on which we base or inspire our approach.
Crowdsourcing FrameNet
Hong and Baker (2011) first experimented with applying crowdsourcing for frame disambiguation, where the authors were able to achieve an accuracy of 0.982 as compared to the expert annotators. We replicate the performance of the crowd from this research in our experiments. Moreover, Figure 1 : Fragment of the crowdsourcing task template.
we also measure the inter-annotator disagreement which we show is a useful indicator of ambiguity in both sentences and frames. Fossati, Giuliano, and Tonelli (2013) extend the frame disambiguation task with identifying frame roles (roles are the elements of the semantic frame, e.g. participants in an event).
More recently, Chang et al. (2015) proposed a method for supervised crowdsourcing of frame disambiguation, where after an initial step of picking the best frame for a word in a sentence, the crowd worker receives feedback from the other annotators, and can then decide if they want to change their annotation or not. This serves to correct misunderstandings of the frame definition by the crowd. Pavlick et al. (2015) use automatic paraphrasing to increase the lexical coverage of FrameNet, where crowdsourcing is employed to manually filter out bad paraphrases.
Similarly to our claim, Jurgens (2013) argues that ambiguity is an inherent feature of frame/word sense disambiguation, and that crowdsourcing can be used to capture it. The crowd is asked to annotate on a Likert scale the degree to which a sense applies to a word. As Likert scales have been shown to be unreliable for capturing subjective measures (Kittur, Chi, and Suh 2008) , our annotation task is composed of quantifiable binary questions (i.e. does the frame apply to the word in the sentence or not?), and the ambiguity is captured by giving the same examples to multiple workers and measuring disagreement (Aroyo and Welty 2014) .
In our experiments we found between 10-15 workers provided the most reliable results (the more complex the task, the more workers are needed). Thus, we employ 15 annotators per task in our experiments in order to ensure we capture sufficient diversity of interpretations, compared to 10 by Hong and Baker (2011) and 3 by Jurgens (2013) .
Disagreement and Ambiguity in Crowdsourcing
Our work is part of a continuous effort in exploring the inter-annotator disagreement as an indicator for (1) inherent uncertainty in the domain knowledge as Cheatham and Hitzler (2014) found when assessing the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) benchmark, (2) debatable cases in linguistic theory, rather than faulty annotation, as Plank, Hovy, and Søgaard (2014) found in their part-ofspeech tagging task, and (3) ambiguity inherent in natural language (Bayerl and Paul 2011) .
In our own work, we have primarily been interested in ambiguity at the sentence level and in the target semantics (Dumitrache, Aroyo, and Welty 2017). The CrowdTruth project has made software available (Inel et al. 2014 ) to process vector representations of crowd gathered data that encourages disagreement, in a more continuous representation of truth. We replicated our approach from other semantic interpretations tasks to the frame disambiguation task.
Finally we note recent efforts to consider in ground truth corpora (1) the notion of uncertainty, where Schaekermann et al. (2016) also use disagreement in crowdsourcing for modeling it, (2) the notion of ambiguity, where Chang, Amershi, and Kamar (2017) found that ambiguous cases cannot simply be resolved by better annotation guidelines or through worker quality control, and (3) the notion of noise, where Lin and Weld (2014) show that machine learning classifiers can often achieve a higher accuracy when trained with noisy crowdsourcing data.
Crowdsourcing Setup Dataset
The dataset used in this experiment consists of sentenceword pairs from the FrameNet corpus from release 1.7 (the latest one at the time of writing), where the given word in the sentence has been labeled with a frame by expert annotators. We selected a word in each sentence and constructed a list of candidate frames to show to the crowd (Fig. 1) . To do this, we used the Framester corpus (Gangemi et al. 2016) , which maps FrameNet semantic frames to synonym sets from WordNet (Miller 1995) . First, the sentences were processed with tokenization, sentence splitting, lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging. Then each word with a frame attached to it was matched with all of its possible synonym sets from WordNet, while making sure that the part-of-speech constraint of the synonym set is fulfilled. Using the WordNet mapping, we constructed a list of possible frames for each word with an expert annotation. From this dataset, we randomly selected 433 sentence-word pairs, containing 341 unique frames and 300 unique words after lemmatization, that respect the following conditions:
• The word has a part-of-speech of either a noun or a verb.
• Each word has at least two and no more than 20 candidate frames.
The restriction on the maximum number of frames was done so as not to overwhelm the crowd with too many choices. However, annotating words that have more than 20 frames can easily be adapted for our template, by fragmenting the candidate frame list into several parts and running the task multiple times. Also, having just one frame per word means that the crowdsourcing task becomes one of validation, not disambiguation, so the restriction on the minimum number of frames was put in place.
For simplicity, we refer to the sentence-word pairs as sentences in the rest of the paper. This dataset, as well as the crowdsourcing results and aggregated metrics are available online 1 .
Task Template
The crowdsourcing task was run on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform 2 . The task template is shown in Figure 1 . The workers were given a sentence with the word highlighted, and then asked to perform the multiple choice task of selecting all frames that fit the sense of the highlighted word, or that none of the frames fit. The most challenging part of the frame disambiguation task design is making sure that the crowd can understand the meaning of the frame. For each frame, we show the definition, as well as a list of sentences exemplifying the usage of the frame. These example sentences can be accessed by the workers by clicking a button next to each frame, so that the workers do not become overwhelmed with the information on the task page. In order to make sure we capture diverse worker opinions, we increased the number of annotators per sentence from 10 (the number recommended by Hong and Baker (2011)), to 15. The cost of the task varied from $0.08 per annotation at the start of the task, in order to attract a sizable pool of workers, to $0.06 at the end, as workers became quicker at solving the task.
Disagreement Metrics
To aggregate the results of the crowd, while also capturing inter-annotator disagreement, we use a modified version of the CrowdTruth (Aroyo and Welty 2014) metrics. The first step is to construct the worker vectors, which are a set of binary vectors encoding the decision of one worker for one sentence. The vector has n + 1 components, where n is the number of frames shown together with the sentence. If the worker selects a frame from the multiple-choice list, its corresponding component would be marked with '1', and '0' otherwise. The decision to pick none of the frames also corresponds to a component in the vector. Using these worker vectors, we then calculate the following disagreement metrics:
• frame-sentence score (FSS): the degree with which a frame matches the sense of the word in the sentence. It is the ratio of workers that picked the frame to all the workers that read the sentence, weighted by the worker quality (WQS). A higher FSS should indicate that the frame is more clearly expressed in a sentence.
• sentence quality (SQS): the overall worker agreement over one sentence. It is the average cosine similarity over all worker vectors for one sentence, weighted by the worker quality (WQS) and frame quality (FQS). A higher SQS should indicate a clear sentence.
• frame quality (FQS): the agreement on a frame in all sentences that it appears. Given frame f , F QS(f ) = avg(F SS(f, s)|F SS(f, s) > 0). F QS is also weighed by the quality of the workers and the sentences. A higher FQS should indicate a clear frame semantics.
• worker quality (WQS): the overall agreement of one crowd worker with the other workers, calculated using average cosine similarity with other workers per sentence, and weighted by the sentence and frame qualities.
These definitions are mutually dependent, e.g. the definition of SQS depends on the FQS and WQS, the intuition being that low quality workers should not make sentences look bad, and low quality sentences should not make workers look bad, etc. The mutual dependence requires an iterative dynamic programming approach, which converged in numerous applications in fewer than 8 iterations.
Crowd vs. Experts
To evaluate the quality of the crowd annotations, we iterate through different values of thresholds in the FSS to classify a frame-sentence pair as either positive or negative, then compare the results with the annotations of the FrameNet experts. The results for both the micro (i.e. each framesentence pair is counted as either true positive, false positive etc. and used in the calculation of the F1 and accuracy) and macro (the F1 and accuracy are calculated for each sentence and each frame, and then averaged into the final values) scores are presented in Figures 2 & 3 .
At the best FSS threshold, the accuracy scores are comparable to those presented by Hong and Baker (2011) , who report an average accuracy of 0.928, although on a different dataset. However, accuracy in multi-class classification problems are unreliable as there are high numbers of true negatives. The F1 score is likely a more reliable metric of the performance of the crowd, with scores > 0.67 for all 3 versions of the F1. Finally, an ANOVA test over the paired FSS and expert decision for a frame-sentence pair resulted in the F − value = 4597 and p < 2e −16 , proving that there is a statistically significant relationship between the crowd FSS and the decision of the expert.
While the majority of expert choices have high FSS scores, there are some exceptions. We observed 3 different 0.608
S5
The loud, raucous Jamaican English dialect and the waving hands reflect the joy with which social relations are conducted here. 1. The crowd misunderstood the frame definition. For instance, in S1, the crowd mistook the aiming frame to mean purpose, instead of the more literal meaning of the frame of adjusting an instrument to reach a target. In S2, the crowd correctly identifies a causal sense, but the correct interpretation is a passive change (changes [...] to the political power) instead of the active change (i.e. a subject is doing the changing) that is picked by the crowd. 2. The information in the sentence is incomplete to identify the correct frame. S3 does not express whether the investigation is criminal in nature, although that is a possible interpretation. This represents a limitation in the design of the crowdsourcing task -in some versions of the expert task, annotators had the full context of the document available when performing the annotations. This could be fixed or reduced by providing the sentence before and after, without overloading the workers.
The crowd offers a legitimate alternative interpretation
of what the correct frame should be. In S5 the crowd picks the more general frame body movement for waving, while in S4 and S6, the crowd picks more specific interpretations than the expert (cause to start for the obesity effect instead of the broader sense of causation in S4, and heralding instead of omen for the word heralding in S6). S7 shows an example where the expert made a mistake, as f illing refers to the action of covering an area with something, whereas adorning refers to the passive act of being covered.
Capturing Ambiguity
The cases where the experts and crowd disagree exemplify how difficult frame disambiguation can be when dealing with ambiguity, both in sentences and in the frame definition. Currently in the FrameNet corpus, the expert annotations lack the level of granularity necessary to differentiate between clear expressions of the frames, and more ambiguous ones. We propose the FSS metric as a method to capture the degree of ambiguity with which a frame captures a word sense in a sentence. In Table 2 , we show how the FSS metric varies together with the clarity with which a frame is expressed across different sentences. We demonstrate this across 3 different frames:
• removing: P 1 is an unambiguous expression of the frame, as reflected by the high agreement score. In P 2, the top crowd frame as well as the expert choice frame change of leadership refers to overthrowing the government, and removing can be read as a generalization of this sense (i.e. removing the government by overthrowing it) -removing is a valid interpretation, but less specific, and the lower FSS seems justified. P 3 is an even more ambiguous case -it is not clear whether the word skimming refers to generally committing crime, or to the more specific crime of thef t, and removing is a generalization for the sense of thef t, however skimming here is a common metaphor, and not the actual act of skimming. We claim the rank ordering of uses of the removing frame here is sensible, moreover it is far more useful to capture this information than require a single discrete truth value -the third case is simply not as clear a usage of the frame as the first. There is a certain arbitrariness to determining which of these is "truly removing" and which is not.
• means: This frame refers to the means used by an agent to achieve a purpose. While P 4 offers an unambiguous expression of the frame, in P 5 the means with which to achieve a goal becomes confused with the expertise and knowledge required to achieve it. In P 6 the goal is not mentioned, therefore creating confusion about the purpose of the approach, and whether it might refer to a way of communicating or behaving. Again, we claim this rank ordering is more informative than requiring a discrete judgment on each case.
• attempt suasion: This frame refers to a speaker attempting to influence the addressee to act. Sentences P 7 to P 9 express various degrees of persuasion, from obviously to weakly expressed. In P 7, it is clear that the attempt at persuasion is an event that has occurred (Sharon [...] urged). P 8 expresses an obligation at an attempt to persuade (should urge), whereas in P 9 the persuasion is weaker, merely advice.
In addition to the ranking, the method of collecting data from multiple crowd workers yields alternate interpretations, which are also quite useful. Consider that a common motivation for collecting annotated data is to train and evaluate deep learning models, many of which produce vectors Figure 4 : SQS in relation to F1 score (with expert annotations as true positives), shows that in higher quality sentences, the crowd tends to agree with experts. Figure 5 : FQS in relation with F1 score, shows that in higher quality frames, the crowd tends to agree with the experts. of output (frame disambiguation can be implemented as a multi-class problem). Our methods of gathering annotations are naturally suited to multi-class objectives. The SQS and FQS metrics can additionally be used to express the overall ambiguity in the sentence and frame, respectively. Figures 4 & 5 show that sentences with higher SQS and frames with higher FQS also have higher F1 values, demonstrating that the SQS and FQS metrics can be useful in determining data quality. This result, in combination with the correlation between FSS and expert annotations, shows that when there is agreement in the crowd, then the crowd also agrees with the experts, but when there is disagreement, it may be because something is wrong: with the workers, the sentence, or the frames.
In Table 3 , we show some examples of how SQS captures the clarity for the sense of a word in a sentence, by taking the same word (and therefore same list of candidate frames) in different sentences:
• Sentences Q1, Q2 and Q3 all contain the word construct, with different degrees of clarity. When the object being constructed is a building (i.e. the Temple in Q1), there is no ambiguity in selecting the building frame, but when the object is a road bump (Q2), the sense of the building f rame becomes difficult to separate from manuf acturing. In Q3, the object of the construction is not expressed, but the construction materials imply a precious object, therefore building, manuf acturing and create physical artwork are all possible interpretations. Sentences • Q4 and Q5 illustrate the variation in clarity for the word become. While in Q4, the sense becoming is the unambiguous choice, in Q5 it is difficult to choose between the An Agent wants to achieve a Goal. A Means is used to allow the Agent to achieve a Goal. frames becoming and undergo change (it is arguable that Cheung Chau needs to undergo some form of change in order to become a center).
• Q6 and Q7 both deal with the word effort. In Q7, however, the conscious qualifier for the word effort, as well as the goal to develop, implies a sustained, long-term action that can be understood as either an attempt or a commitment to achieve a goal. In contrast, Q6 expresses a short-term, concrete action (to bring), which more closely fits the sense of the frame attempt.
Again, our claim is that these scores and ranking are far more sensible and informative than requiring a discrete truth decision, which seems more arbitrary as the scores decrease.
As the examples above indicate, one possible cause for sentence ambiguity is missing context information (e.g. in Q3). This was also one of the causes for disagreement between crowd and expert. A solution to this problem would be to expand the input text for the crowdsourcing task, to include the full paragraph, or even just one sentence before and one after the one we want the crowd to annotate.
Another reason for sentence ambiguity is frames that overlap in meaning (e.g. in Q5 and Q7). While providing more context could help with this, it is often the case that even the definitions of the frames are very close. The FQS metric is a useful indicator for these case. Table 4 shows varying FQS values for different frames, from very clear to ambiguous. The frame subjective inf luence, with an FQS of 0.366, has a low score compared to the others. From looking at the sentences, we observed that the crowd had difficulty distinguishing between this frame and objective inf luence. The difference between these two frames is very small -subjective inf luence means a general, vague type of influence, whose effect cannot be measured, whereas objective inf luence refers to a more concrete type of influence. However, as we see from the example sentences in Table 4 , these cases can be very difficult to separate in natural language (e.g. in F 13 is cultural influence subjective or objective?).
Another feature we observed was the correlation of FQS with how abstract the sense of the frame is. Frames with high FQS, such as killing and f ood, tend to refer to concrete events or objects. These frames can still appear in ambiguous contexts (e.g. in F 5, it is not clear whether herbs classify as a type of f ood), but overall these frames refer to specific and particular senses that are unambiguous. As the value of the FQS metric goes down, the frames become more abstract. assistance and purpose both have example sentences where they are expressed unambiguously (F 6 and F 9), but their definitions are more abstract, and therefore have more room for interpretation. For instance, providing benefits (in F 7) or expertise (in F 8) can be regarded as a type of help, or assistance, even though the expert picked the more literal sense of the frame supply for both of these cases. Likewise the frame purpose can be understood in F 10 as the purpose of a design (the expert picked the more literal coming up with), or in F 11 as the goal of the desire/will (the expert picked desiring). undergo change, the frame with the lowest FQS in Table 4 has a very broad meaning, and is a generalization of other more specific frames: change position on a scale in F 16, and thriving in F 17.
As we have seen from these examples, ambiguity in frames is connected to ambiguity in sentences. Frames with abstract or overlapping definitions are likely to appear in ambiguous sentences, and missing context from sentences is likely to result in more ambiguous scores for the frames. While workers misunderstanding the task is also a confounding factor that adds to the noise in the data, it is clear that there are many instances where inter-annotator disagreement is legitimately a by-product of ambiguity. This is an issue with the FrameNet dataset, as it does not allow for expressing the various degrees with which a sense applies to a word in a sentence, and instead relies on binary labels (i.e. the frame is expressed or not). This results in a loss of information that could impact the various natural language processing and machine learning applications that make use of this corpus, as it sets false targets for optimization -i.e. it seems unfair to expect a model to differentiate between highly ambiguous examples, when even human annotators are having such difficulty with them.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach to crowdsource frame disambiguation annotations in sentences. We adapted an existing method, CrowdTruth (Aroyo and Welty 2014) , that uses multiple workers per sentence, in order to capture and interpret inter-annotator disagreement as an indication of ambiguity. We modified CrowdTruth metrics in order to capture frame-sentence agreement (FSS), sentence quality (SQS) and frame quality (FQS). We performed an experiment over a set of 433 sentences annotated with frames from FrameNet corpus, and showed that the aggregated crowd annotations achieve an F1 score greater than 0.67 compared to expert linguists, and an accuracy that is comparable to the state of the art (Hong and Baker 2011). It is our intention to scale out the task on new data to provide an ambiguityenhanced dataset for experimentation.
We showed cases where the crowd annotation is correct even though the expert is in disagreement, arguing for the need to have multiple annotators per sentence. Most importantly, we examined the cases in which crowd workers could not agree. We found that disagreement is caused by one or more of the following: workers misunderstanding the task, missing context from the sentences, frames with overlapping or abstract definitions. The results show a clear link between inter-annotator disagreement and ambiguity, either in the sentence, frame, or the task itself. We argue that collapsing such cases to a single, discrete truth value (i.e. correct or incorrect) is inappropriate, creating brittle, incomplete datasets, and therefore arbitrary targets for machine learning. We further argued that ranking examples by a score is informative, and that the crowd offers alternate interpretations that are often sensible.
